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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. James Cantrill, hard-working businessman, family man, the guy next door, thinks he s having
a day from hell when he is unexpectedly fired. But, hell gets hotter-- he s kidnapped, hustled onto a
corporate jet, and smuggled to Puerto Rico. There he finds himself embroiled in a brutal, global
conspiracy, involving CODE 936, the obscure IRS tax code which secretly benefits hundreds of huge
manufacturers in Puerto Rico. What James knows may get him killed. Out of her mind with worry,
Trish, his partner and wife, struggles to find him. She, his daughters, friends, his trusted lawyer,
and, finally, the FBI endeavor to discover his whereabouts while trying to penetrate this airtight
cover-up. They soon learn that a number of ruthless people will go to any length to make sure
James is never found and the truth is never revealed. Powerfully evocative and steeped in
international intrigue, CODE 936, is a riveting expose of the IRS tax code, corporate greed, medical
fraud, torture, corporate corruption, and managed healthcare. It is also a story of love, undaunted
courage, and spiritual triumph.
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Reviews
This composed publication is fantastic. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. You will not truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you ask me).
-- Pr of. Ma r k Ra tke Jr .
This ebook is wonderful. It generally fails to price too much. Your lifestyle period will be transform as soon as you comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- O tho B er g str om
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